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The Kawasaki KE is a dual-sport motorcycle that was produced by Kawasaki from to A direct
successor to the G5, the major changes on the KE were different ergonomics and a change in
transmission layout 1-N to the G5's N The KE did not change much through the years, although
minor changes were made to the engine and transmission over successive model years, as well
as a switch to different tanks after the B4 model. It uses an oil injection system that Kawasaki
calls superlube to both eliminate fuel-mixing and give a precise fuel-oil mixture in the
two-stroke cycle , reducing emissions enough that the KE still passes US emissions tests. Its
fuel tank has a capacity of 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article does not cite
any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles Dual-sport
motorcycles Two-stroke motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Articles
lacking sources from March All articles lacking sources. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Add links. Front sealed hydraulic forks, Rear coil shocks with
pneumatic struts. If you want basic transport, in a two stroke trail bike package, then the
Kawasaki KE is arguably the template for the entire class. So long as you make allowances for
riding a low tech, twin shock trailbike, then the Kawasaki KE does OK, either on or off-road.
Kawasaki KE's skinny forks can pop their seals if you try serious off-road malarkey, or wheelies
outside the chippy. The Kawasaki KE's disc valve two stroke single was considered lively back
in the mid s, but nowadays it's just an average performer, although the low weight of the
Kawasaki KE just 95kgs wet means acceleration is reasonably perky. The Kawasaki KE gets
vibey above 50mph and a bit noisy too. The cc Kawasaki stroker engines are tough and despite
years of owner abuse, they can keep rasping along for decades, if you use some good quality
two stroke oil. The Kawasaki KE chassis can suffer from rust, as the MX style mudguards allow
bike and rider to be caked with crud if you do any wet weather riding. Find a Kawasaki KE for
sale. The Kawasaki KE drum brakes are simply a liability on modern roads, they don't work at all
well. On the upside, the Kawasaki KE 's seat is wide, comfy and just big enough for two people
to nip down to Thresher for a four pack of Kestrel lager. Read what they have to say and what
they like and dislike about the bike below. Mine's a model with 6K on the clock. Very
comfortable ride, the suspension is surprisingly plush, perhaps a little wallowy on the tarmac
but very nicely sprung for off road. A rev counter would be nice. Performance is as good as any
cc stroker. The disc valve intake arrangement gives a useable spread of torque, it's not
necessary to rev the nuts off it the whole time. Reliability is excellent, just set the points and
decoke the baffle occasionally. There's nothing wrong with the brakes, they're no better or
worse than any other drum brake commuter bike. The electrics are very good for a 6V system
anyway , the headlight is not particularly powerful but the indicators do actually work. It has a
weird clutch lever pulls up the sidestand arrangement, but it works so it doesn't bother me. I
had a TS which kept breaking down followed by a TS which kept breaking down, then blew up ,
the KE is not as quick but it's a lot more trust-worthy. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For
sale. View 11 images. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs
rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5. Kawasaki KE motorcycle review - Side view. Medium
Summary of owners' reviews. It was alpha-numerical replacement for the Kawasaki G5. Major
changes over the G5 were color, marking, speedometer position, grips, and seat. The KE also
had brighter head and tail lights. Claimed horsepower was The engine was a air cooled single
cylinder, two-stroke. Fuel was supplied via a rotary valves. It came with a 2. Stopping was
achieved via expanding brake in the front and a expanding brake in the rear. The KE was fitted
with a 2. From CycleChaos. Kawasaki KE Manufacturer Kawasaki. Western Power Sports.
Kawasaki ZX series. List of Kawasaki motorcycles. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related
article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need
help. Categories : Dual purpose motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Kawasaki motorcycles s
motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles cc displacement motorcycles cc 2-stroke
motorcycles cc Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder
2-stroke motorcycles 2-stroke motorcycles Rotary Disc Valve motorcycles Kawasaki KE series.
Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 2
December , at Dual purpose. Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: chain. K-tech 10W Service Manual.
Make Kawasaki. Model KEB. Go Anywhere!! Matching pair of Two , Miles and Miles. Model KE
New tires, everything works, chain, sprockets good, cranks easily and runs pretty good,
although not perfect. My main ride needs work so I'm selling this one to free up funds. See pics.
Great smaller sized dirt bike. Very light and easy to handle but still powerful enough for a lot of
fun. Perfect for beginner. Contact me for more info. It is in top-notch condition. Battery,
carburetor, and both tires are NEW. Two-stroke, pre-mix. Kick start. Model KE The Kawasaki KE
is a dual-sport motorcycle that was produced by Kawasaki from to A direct successor to the G5,

the major changes on the KE were different ergonomics and a change in transmission layout
1-N to the G5's N The KE did not change much through the years, although minor changes were
made to the engine and transmission over successive model years, as well as a switch to
different tanks after the B4 model. It uses an oil injection system that Kawasaki calls
"superlube" to both eliminate fuel-mixing and give a precise fuel-oil mixture in the two-stroke
cycle, reducing emissions enough that the KE still passes US emissions tests. Its fuel tank has
a capacity of 2. These bikes are getting very hard to find in this condition. Give us a call, or stop
in!!! Each bike goes through rigorous inspection, cleaning and examination before we feel
comfortable considering it a part of our inventory and available for sale. Once we are through
with our thorough inspections and cleanings and the bike has been approved for sale, we
photograph it from all angles. The picture views assure to our clients that the bike is in good
condition and there are no flaws to hide, which is important to both us and to our online buyers.
Be sure to check out brennys dot com!! Hi I have a bike for sale. It's curently not registered on
Hyw. How ever it was in The previous owner lost the pinkslip. It ran real good a week ago but
needs a carburetor adjustment which I don't know how to do. I have bill of sale paper waiting for
u from DMV. Thanks have fun!! I will take payment through pay pal. Or cash. Runs perfectly!! Oil
injection under seat not premix , so easy to fill up at the pump. We used as a learner bike, so not
much use on it. Low seat height, if you're over 5' you can probably flatfoot on this bike at a stop.
Good confidence builder. Runs good, starts right up. Just put gas in it and start riding. This
G5B is truly a survivor. A mild restoration is all it took to bring this awesome low mile enduro
back to it's shiny former glory. These bikes are becoming rare and have always been very
desirable. Fully reconditioned to continue be a bullet proof enduro. Many new parts to include,
tires, tubes, liners, clutch, cables, fender paint, etc. Engine is fresh and runs strong and reliably.
Needs nothing and starts first kick. Own a piece of Kawasaki history with this great cc enduro.
Show full rating and compare with other bikes Engine and transmission Displacement: Model
Ke Has two new tires as well as two used. Spare parts include an engine, wheels, shocks etc.
Will consider trade for late model running youth size dirt bike, ATV or go cart. Runs and drives
great. Clean title in hand. This was my first bike and is perfect for someone wanting to learn. It's
a blast to ride around town but as a dual sport you can also ride it on dirt. One of the most fun
bikes I've ever ridden. Top speed is probably 50 to 60 Mph. It's a decently powerful 2 stroke and
you'll never have to mix gas and oil as it's oil injected. Now that I've fixed it up, it's time for a
new project. Email or call with any questions! Thousand Oaks, CA. Rocky Ford, CO. Davis, CA.
Ravenscroft, TN. Lebanon, OH. Laguna Niguel, CA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Ke Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ke Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Serious
inquiries with initial offers only please. Thank you. If you see the ad, it is still available. Ad will
be removed when sold. The bike is for sale, BUT I will not be able to show the bike until the end
of the month. IF still interested, kindly text your Name and Number and I will return calls in the
same order as received when I return. I am a legitimate and sincere seller. I am the owner of the
bike, and the title is clear and in hand. I rarely sell vehicles, so this is the simplest way I came
up with to handle this transaction. Should you be interested, for simplicity's sake and to protect
both parties interest - the following would happen: a. Overall Very Good Condition! Currently
Registered and is Street Legal! I used the motorcycle on roads as well as casual rides through
Princess Place Preserve! Soooo much fun!!! Thank you for your interest. Tags: enduro, on off
road, scooter, moped, collectible, rare, other, bike week, daytona beach fl, motorcycle, way
cooler than a chinese scooter, : - Kawasaki KE As one of Kawasaki's best selling and enduring
models, the KE has remained true to its simple mission of providing basic, enjoyable all-around
transportation on the street or dirt. Its light weight and nimble handling inspire confidence in
novice riders, and its longevity in the Kawasaki lineup has made this venerable dual purpose
machine one of Kawasaki's best selling models of all time. The KE is powered by a simple 99cc
air-cooled, two-stroke engine with hi-tech features such as Kawasaki's exclusive Electrofusion
cylinder that offers efficient heat dissipation and abrasion resistance, and a maintenance-free
capacitor discharge ignition CDI system. Kawasaki's Superlube oil injection system eliminates
premixing fuel and oil, a common procedure with many two-stroke engines, and delivers the
precise amount of lubrication to the engine for greater reliability. The frame is made of high
tensile steel and has a steel engine guard for off-road protection. Forest Service-approved spark
arrester assures the KE access to many wilderness roads designated for licensed vehicles. At
pounds, the KE's light weight and seat height of less than 32 inches make it simple to ride and
helps give new riders confidence. The light weight also makes it easy to haul and has made it a
favorite camping companion. As has been proven over the years, the light weight and nimble
handling, combined with a simple, durable design has made the Kawasaki KE a great

dual-purpose companion for countless Kawasaki customers. Approved Spark Arrester
Street-legal lighting with turn indicators so you don't have to be home by dark
Forestry-approved spark arrester keeps Smokey happy Light Weight Only pounds, its nimble
handling is terrific in traffic and wonderful in the woods Ignition Switch Steering Lock Very easy
and convenient to lock and unlock the front forks The Best of Both Worlds The best of both
worlds: You want a bike that's good in the dirt, and you want it to be street legal for running into
town or down the highway, too. Kawasaki has the answer with do-it-all dual-purpose bikes that
come packed with exclusive features for you to explore new heights of on- and off-highway
riding and exploration. The KE is one of the most enduring and best selling models offered from
Kawasaki. Its rugged two-stroke engine is perfect for simple around town transportation or
doing a little off-highway adventuring. Not only is it built to tackle a wide range of terrain, but it
is engineered to appeal to a broad spectrum of riders. If you are looking for a lightweight
four-stroke , then you'll be delighted with the KLR It's got the goods for on and off highway
excursions, like plush long travel suspension and high ground clearance. Or the KLR It takes
you wherever, whenever in smooth, torquey comfort. And with its huge 6. So make your own
world perfect. On one of Kawasaki's impressive dual-purpose machines. Bore x Stroke
Compression Ratio 6. Very Good Condition! I used the motorcycle on roads. No tire kickers, no
money orders, no ship, no trades, cash is king. Tags: enduro, on off road, scooter, moped,
collectible, rare, bike week, daytona beach fl, motorcycle, way cooler than a chinese scooter, : Kawasaki KE Gresham, OR. Baton Rouge, LA. Gloucester, VA. Easton, PA. Waterford, MI. Dix
Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Ke Year Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. State Florida 2 Massachusetts 1. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Serious
inquiries with initial offers only please. Thank you. If you see the ad, it is still available. Ad will
be removed when sold. The bike is for sale, BUT I will not be able to show the bike until the end
of the month. IF still interested, kindly text your Name and Number and I will return calls in the
same order as received when I return. I am a legitimate and sincere seller. I am the owner of the
bike, and the title is clear and in hand. I rarely sell vehicles, so this is the simplest way I came
up with to handle this transaction. Should you be interested, for simplicity's sake and to protect
both parties interest - the following would happen: a. Overall Very Good Condition! Currently
Registered and is Street Legal! I used the motorcycle on roads as well as casual rides through
Princess Place Preserve! Soooo much fun!!! Thank you for your interest. Tags: enduro, on off
road, scooter, moped, collectible, rare, other, bike week, daytona beach fl, motorcycle, way
cooler than a chinese scooter, : - Kawasaki KE As one of Kawasaki's best selling and enduring
models, the KE has remained true to its simple mission of providing basic, enjoyable all-around
transportation on the street or dirt. Its light weight and nimble handling inspire confidence in
novice riders, and its longevity in the Kawasaki lineup has made this venerable dual purpose
machine one of Kawasaki's best selling models of all time. The KE is powered by a simple 99cc
air-cooled, two-stroke engine with hi-tech features such as Kawasaki's exclusive Electrofusion
cylinder that offers efficient heat dissipation and abrasion resistance, and a maintenance-free
capacitor discharge ignition CDI system. Kawasaki's Superlube oil injection system eliminates
premixing fuel and oil, a common procedure with many two-stroke engines, and delivers the
precise amount of lubrication to the engine for greater reliability. The frame is made of high
tensile steel and has a steel engine guard for off-road protection. Forest Service-approved spark
arrester assures the KE access to many wilderness roads designated for licensed vehicles. At
pounds, the KE's light weight and seat height of less than 32 inches make it simple to ride and
helps give new riders confidence. The light weight also makes it easy to haul and has made it a
favorite camping companion. As has been proven over the years, the light weight and nimble
handling, combined with a simple, durable design has made the Kawasaki KE a great
dual-purpose companion for countless Kawasaki customers. Approved Spark Arrester
Street-legal lighting with turn indicators so you don't have to be home by dark
Forestry-approved spark arrester keeps Smokey happy Light Weight Only pounds, its nimble
handling is terrific in traffic and wonderful in the woods Ignition Switch Steering Lock Very easy
and convenient to lock and unlock the front forks The Best of Both Worlds The best of both
worlds: You want a bike that's good in the dirt, and you want it to be street legal for running into
town or down the highway, too. Kawasaki has the answer with do-it-all dual-purpose bikes that
come packed with exclusive features for you to explore new heights of on- and off-highway
riding and exploration. The KE is one of the most enduring and best selling models offered from
Kawasaki. Its rugged two-stroke engine is perfect for simple around town transportation or
doing a little off-highway adventuring. Not only is it built to tackle a wide range of terrain, but it
is engineered to appeal to a broad spectrum of riders. If you are looking for a lightweight
four-stroke , then y
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ou'll be delighted with the KLR It's got the goods for on and off highway excursions, like plush
long travel suspension and high ground clearance. Or the KLR It takes you wherever, whenever
in smooth, torquey comfort. And with its huge 6. So make your own world perfect. On one of
Kawasaki's impressive dual-purpose machines. Bore x Stroke Compression Ratio 6. Very Good
Condition! I used the motorcycle on roads. No tire kickers, no money orders, no ship, no trades,
cash is king. Tags: enduro, on off road, scooter, moped, collectible, rare, bike week, daytona
beach fl, motorcycle, way cooler than a chinese scooter, : - Kawasaki KE Hollywood, FL.
Huntington Beach, CA. Coconut Creek, FL. Eaton, NH. Greenwood, IN. Waterford, MI. North
Fork, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Ke Year - Make - Model
-. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. State Florida 2 Massachusetts 1. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

